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Agenda

• Welcome, Introductions, and Objectives

• CY 2017 Directory Activities

• Improved Areas and Addressing Remaining Gaps

• MMP Best Practices and Lessons Learned

• Questions and Answers (Q&A)

• Next Steps and Closing Remarks
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Objectives

• Provide high-level findings from recent Medicare-Medicaid 
enrollee interviews

• Discuss improvements in directories between the CY 2016 and 
CY 2017 monitorings

• Obtain MMP feedback about best practices and lessons 
learned

• Illustrate areas where opportunities for improvement remain
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CY 2017 Directory Activities 
(1 of 7)

Monitoring

• September - October 2016: Leveraged existing oversight and 
monitoring resources to update standardized, state-specific 
review tools

• November 2016 - January 2017: Reviewed a subset of current 
MMP directories and issued HPMS memo update

• March - April 2017: Issued monitoring results letters and 
released HPMS memo update

• May - September 2017: Continue to address inquiries and 
provide additional support to states and MMPs
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CY 2017 Directory Activities 
(2 of 7)

Medicare-Medicaid Enrollee Interviews

• January – May 2017: Collaborated with CMS Office of 
Communications and an independent contractor to conduct 
study
– Tested various versions of the Provider and Pharmacy 

Directory (e.g., Spanish, large print)
– Interviewed enrollees in two different states, including 

Spanish speakers and those with a disability
– Using findings to inform future guidance and model 

updates
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CY 2017 Directory Activities 
(3 of 7)

High-level Interview Findings

• Stressed importance of having information before choosing a 
health plan

• Viewed as comparatively better than directories previously 
received

• Found no observable differences in testing between enrollees 
with and without a disability

• Expressed top priority as knowing which physicians are 
available in their area
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CY 2017 Directory Activities 
(4 of 7)

High-level Interview Findings

• Reported usefulness of transportation information, provider 
details, and specialty care

• Noted helpful formatting (key terms in bold, use of symbols 
and legends)

• Preferred print version

• Identified issues with Spanish translations (errors, 
discrepancies)
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CY 2017 Directory Activities 
(5 of 7)

High-level Interview Findings

• Indicated concerns with organization (table of contents, 
pharmacy instructions)

• Found navigation aids lacking (unclear headings, section 
breaks)

• Expressed difficulty in locating coverage information within 
large blocks of text

• Noted confusion with terms and acronyms (medical groups, 
LTSS)
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CY 2017 Directory Activities 
(6 of 7)

Key Recommendations

• Improve Spanish translations (terminology, consistency)

• Reorganize some sections (table of contents, pharmacy 
instructions)

• Modify formatting (headings, section breaks, three-column 
tables, larger fonts, shading)

• Expand use of legends and symbols (instructions and footers)
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CY 2017 Directory Activities 
(7 of 7)

Key Recommendations

• Reduce large paragraphs of text and increase white space 
(shorter sentences, bulleted lists, tables) 

• Include clearer definitions with examples (network providers, 
cultural competency, pharmacy types)

• State each language a provider speaks
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Improved Areas and Addressing 
Remaining Gaps (1 of 8)

Improved Areas

• Location-specific requirements for each provider with more 
than one address 

• Provider types within provider listings

• Instructions for how an enrollee can find the nearest network 
provider

• Specific accommodations at the provider’s location for 
individuals with a physical disability
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Improved Areas and Addressing 
Remaining Gaps (2 of 8)

Improved Areas

• Address and phone number for all locations of independent 
(non-chain) pharmacies

• Additional information on home infusion and long-term care 
pharmacy services

• Total number of each type of provider

• Licensing information and other provider credentials and/or 
certifications
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Improved Areas and Addressing
Remaining Gaps (3 of 8)

Remaining Gaps

• All necessary information in online directories

• Standing requests for non-English or alternate format 
materials

• Member consent before mail-order pharmacies ship or deliver 
prescriptions the member does not personally initiate 

• Provider facilities on public transportation routes

• Completion of cultural competence training
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Improved Areas and Addressing
Remaining Gaps (4 of 8)

1. Remaining Gap: All necessary information in online 
directories
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Improved Areas and Addressing
Remaining Gaps (5 of 8)

2. Remaining Gap: Standing requests for non-English or 
alternate format materials
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Improved Areas and Addressing 
Remaining Gaps (6 of 8)

3. Remaining Gap: Member consent before mail-order 
pharmacies ship or deliver prescriptions the member does not 
personally initiate
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Improved Areas and Addressing 
Remaining Gaps (7 of 8)

4. Remaining Gap: Provider facilities on public transportation 
routes
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Improved Areas and Addressing 
Remaining Gaps (8 of 8)

5. Remaining Gap: Completion of cultural competence training
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MMP Best Practices and Lessons Learned 
(1 of 5)

• Noted MMPs with high performance scores or considerable 
improvement in CY 2017 to illustrate best practices and 
provide examples

• Examined print directory best practices

• Invited MMPs to share online directory best practices and 
insights: 
– Upper Peninsula Health Plan (MI) – Online Directory
– Aetna Better Health, Inc. (OH) – Online Directory
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MMP Best Practices and Lessons Learned 
(2 of 5)

• What challenges do MMPs face in creating and maintaining 
compliant online and print directories? 

• How can MMPs incorporate all requirements with the 
provider listings and search engine?

• What process and system improvements have MMPs recently 
made or plan to make before CY 2018?

• What additional insights have MMPs gained as a result of 
monitoring and subsequent improvements?
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MMP Best Practices and Lessons Learned 
(3 of 5)

Print Directory Best Practices
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MMP Best Practices and Lessons Learned 
(4 of 5)

Print Directory Best Practices
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MMP Best Practices and Lessons Learned 
(5 of 5)

Print Directory Best Practices
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Provider and Pharmacy Directory: 
Bringing Everything Together 

Pam Janofski
Provider Relations Manager



Starting Your Provider Search

www.uphp.com



Search Results



Process Improvements and Insight Gained

• Process Improvements

• Website structure
• Added model language to 

initial search option page
• Defined search categories for 

easier comprehension

• Quarterly outreach
• Constantly evaluating

• Added attestation 
requirement

• Emphasized necessary fields
• Included explanation cover 

page and new notes area

• Insight Gained

• Information from provider 
office staff can differ

• Need good communication 
and support from IT

• Information updates and 
changes do not just come 
from provider offices

• Customer Service
• Transportation
• Case Management
• Utilization Management
• Claims 

pjanofski@uphp.com



Aetna Better Health of Ohio 
Doing the right thing for the right reason

CMS MMP Provider and 
Pharmacy Directory Webinar
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Aetna Better Health of Ohio
Online Provider Directory
• CAQH manages our traditional provider data

• For non-traditional providers we worked with our 
internal corporate global directory team to identify 
critical data components where a “gap” or opportunity 
for more information was present.

• Determined which providers had the identified “gaps” in 
required information. 

• Made it as easy as possible for providers to give us the 
missing information. Focused on one element at a time 
using…

• Online surveys (SurveyMonkey)

• E-communication tools (Constant Contact)

• Our Website and provider portal 

• Phone outreach initiatives

• Faxes, Mailings, and Newsletters

• Provider Services Staff obtained provider email addresses 
at every interaction to improve communication.

• Automated updating provider records as much as 
possible through our Provider Change Request process. 
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Aetna Better Health of Ohio 
Online Provider Directory

Building an online directory with the 
member in mind. What would they 
find confusing? How would they view 
and click through the site?

Online directory pulls information 
from a centralized database. Updates 
appear in real time. 

Icons are used to indicate 
provider attributes with an 
easy-to-understand key, and 
layout is intuitive.  



Questions and Answers (Q&A)

• Questions submitted before the webinar

• Questions related to the webinar:
– Recent directory activities
– Timelines
– Additional capacity-building opportunities
– Other questions

• Submit additional questions to MMCO at 
MMCOCapsModel@cms.hhs.gov
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Next Steps and Closing Remarks

• Preparation of CY 2018 Materials

• Bridging Remaining Gaps

• Ongoing Improvement Efforts

• Closing Remarks
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